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Sales forecasts indicate that Your T-Shirt! More and more processes and inks made this once-simple print
process into an entirely complex process which will lead you to make choices and decisions on what process
you can offer to your customers. However, they do need to connect with your audience and stand out. Print the
right designs on the right t-shirts and bring a satisfactory smile on the face of your customers. Starting your
own t-shirt business can entail some planning. But he should be able to understand the processes, and
eventually must be able to learn them for a more efficient workflow in your business system. Business licenses
are issued by your local city or county business office. All you need as an artistic streak and a good sense of
fashion. Checkout T-shirt Software Demo Now Step 4: Make your design tool feature-rich While designing
t-shirts, people love to experiment with colours, designs and templates. Email Start free trial 5 things to
consider before you start a t-shirt business Although the tools and technology available nowadays for
designing, printing and shipping your own t-shirts makes starting up relatively simple, the difficult part is
building a brand to stand out from the competition. From the moment we are born, we are worn with a cloth
for the sense of protection, but today in the 21st century clothes are also worn for the sense of fashion and
creativity. These are just starting points on essential things you have to consider when starting your t-shirt
business plan. The first edge is a enormous catalog of graphic images. Initially, you can purchase an online
t-shirt design software that fulfills the basic requirements of your customers. Set up streamers where possible.
Volume discounts. In fact, resources exist that allow you to design a shirt using print-on-demand and drop
shipping , so you don't have to invest a lot of money or space for inventory. Direct-to-garment printing
produces quality printing on par with screen printing and better than heat transfers. This uses silk or high
tension mesh with your design on it and hence create a negative space through which color passes onto your
fabric. Not cost effective for large production runs. When the digital design is printed on the sublimation
transfer sheets, it is then placed on a heat press along with the substrate to be sublimated. And once all those
are in place you have to figure out a winning marketing strategy get the all important customers. It is ideal for
experienced operators and requires more space than clam shell type but it produce higher volume of work. Sell
your product through the drop-shipper who can take care of your orders. Lots of polo t-shirts are printed using
this method. Now, after you have decided what type of printing technology you will use, consider next the
things you will be needing to run the business. The moveable work surface requires additional care to avoid
shifting designs out of place before heat application. Step 8: Set up logistics infrastructure Once the t-shirt
order is placed by your customers, it has to be delivered to them on time. Passion â€” Love for your business,
love of what you do is very important. Will you have a fixed vendor or you will be buying plain t-shirts from a
particular brand? However, this is not a right approach. You can also consider of creating a Facebook page or
a marketing website to promote your products.


